
Welcome to Tech for Emergency Times, 

the Emergency Response Team Newsletter 

from monday.com!

In this edition

I Updates on our recent actions supporting emergency response 

organizations, focusing on Chilean wildfires and South Sudan remote 

areas+

I Early warning systems: Google and monday.com partnership to support 

the Indian Red Cross Early Warning System+

I Community assessment and situational analysis tools. Check out how you 

can start using them today!

If you're looking to enhance your impact during 

emergencies, we invite you to join our emergency 

response revolution by partnering with us!

FREE HERO PLAN CHECK ELIGIBILITY

DISASTER DISPATCH

Highlighting the ERT's most recent actions and the impact it had on 

aid organizations.

Chilean wildfires

The Event: The event In February 2023 Chile experienced the worst wildfires 

of the century, with >10K hectares burnt, >6K houses destroyed 

and >130 lives lost.

The 

response:

Five days after the wildfires started, ERT arrived to the field. With 

the help of our Chilean channel partner, Seidor, we created 

digital tools for 7 aid organizations to collect data and needs, 

manage aid distributions, register volunteers, and much more.

The 

impact:

The organizations supported were able to reach >100K people 

using the platform with meals and aid distributions, support 

>500 small business owners, manage donations, volunteers 

and several aid programs.

South Sudan community-based organizations training

The Event: South Sudan is highly exposed to various natural events, such 

as floods, droughts, disease outbreaks, famine, and 

socioeconomic challenges, which pose substantial risks to the 

population.

The 

response:

The ERT supported 8 community-based organizations from the 

RISE consortium, leveraging digital tools to collect and share 

vital information, mobilize resources, and collaborate in real-

time.

The 

impact:

The organizations can collect data offline and create 

automatic real time situational analysis reports, enhance 

coordination and cross-organizational collaboration, and 

engage donors in evidence-based interventions..

Disaster management tools: Indian Red 

Cross Early Warning System

READ MORE

Early warning systems support efficient humanitarian response. In June 

2023, monday.com partnered with Google to utilize the Flood Hub forecasts to 

develop an extensive early flood warning system for the Red Cross Assam, 

India.



The solution enables our partner to reduce the direct impact of floods 

through the provision of timely and informed messaging to the most 

vulnerable communities

Community assessment and situational 

analysis tools

Collect data quickly and efficiently during disasters, with 

the mondayERT.org community assessment and situational analysis tools. 

Our solutions are simple, scalable, flexible, and can be used offline with 

our KoboToolbox integration.

Read more about our integration with KoboToolbox here https://

www.mondayert.org/post/the-erts-efforts-to-help-those-impacted-by-the-

morocco-earthquake



Start using the integration today! For full access contact us here (https://

wkf.ms/3T4ilhg)

JOIN THE TRANSFORMATION

Are you a disaster response organization looking to enhance your impact 

during emergencies? The ERT at monday.com is here to partner with you and 

provide you with the digital products and technical expertise and services 

you need to be fully prepared.



Don't miss out on the opportunity to be part of the emergency response 

revolution! Get in touch with us and find out how we can work together to be 

fully prepared and respond to emergencies in the most efficient way.

Contact us

Subscribe to our newsletter

Visit our website
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